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Abstract 

Optical, electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical features of a family of 

triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) end-capped oligothienoacenes from the tetramer to the octamer 

are studied. The oxidation potentials and the formation and stability of the different 

oxidized species are influenced by the oligothienoacene chain length. The effect of the 

steric hindrance caused by the substituents on the π-dimerization of the radical cations 

is also investigated by comparing a trimethylsilyl (TMS) substituted pentathienoacene 

with a TIPS substituted one. 
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Introduction 

Fully fused α-oligothiophenes, i.e. oligothienoacenes have been drawing 

extensive attention during the last few years because they combine the molecular 

shape of linear acenes, molecules widely studied in organic electronics, with 

thiophene monomer, which may increase stability and nuclear aromaticity and 

also may provide points of attachment for solubilizing substituents [1,2]. 

Their rigid fully planar structure without conformational disorder [3-6] generates 

densely packed structures in solid state (beneficial for reaching high charge-

carrier mobility), what makes them ideal candidates to be used in a wide range of 

electronic and opto-electronic applications, including field effect transistors 

(FETs) [7-9] and light emitting diodes (LEDs) [10]. 

However, their structural rigidity leads to reduced solubility with regard to their 

non-fused α-oligothiophene counterparts. To solve this problem, the most 
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effective synthetic strategies incorporate trimethylsilyl (TMS) and 

triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) solubilizing substituents at the α-position of thienoacenes 

[11,12]. On one hand, this end-capping strategy enhances the solubility at the 

time that lowers the possibility of polymerization under oxidative conditions, 

which in any case does not occur in our oligothienoacenes because their 

corresponding radical cations are stabilized by the high degree of π-conjugation. 

On the other hand, substitution with bulky TMS or TIPS end groups also 

impedes these oligothienoacenes to achieve close π-π contacts in the solid state, 

which however constitutes a desiderable feature to assess high charge-carrier 

mobilities [13-17]. 

On the basis of different studies, it has been suggested that dimer formation 

under oxidative conditions is an intrinsic property in unhindered oligothiophenes 

[18,19]. However, introducing substituents at the β-position of the central ring of 

oligothiophenes has been employed as a method of steric control of reversible π-

dimerization of radical cations [20-22]. To the best of our knowledge, similar 

studies on α-substituted thienoacenes have not yet been reported in literature. 

In the present work a family of triisopropylsilyl oligothienoacenes ranging in 

length from the tetramer to the octamer (Chart 1) is analyzed by means of optical, 

electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical techniques, supported by an adequate 

quantum-chemical study which helps to evaluate the influence of the chain length 

on the above mentioned properties. 

 

 
 

Chart 1 

 

In addition, the effect of the steric interaction of α-substituents on the π-dimer 

generation upon reversible oxidation is examined through the comparison of two 

pentathienoacenes bearing different α-substituents. 
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Experimental 

Chemicals and reagents 
CH2Cl2 was reagent grade. The supporting electrolyte tetrabutylammonium 

perchlorate (Bu4NClO4) and all other chemicals were reagent grade and used as 

received. 

A series of triisopropylsilyl α-capped oligothienoacenes with increasing chain 

length (TIPS-Tn-TIPS, with n = 4-8) and a trimethylsilylpentathienoacene (TMS-

T5-TMS) have been prepared according to the literature [23]. 

 

Electrochemical apparatus and procedure 
Experiments were performed at 25 °C under nitrogen in three electrode cells. The 

working electrode for cyclic voltammetry was a platinum (0.003 cm
2
) minidisc 

electrode; the counter electrode was platinum; the reference electrode was a 

silver/0.1 M silver perchlorate in acetonitrile. All potentials quoted in the paper 

are referenced to the ferrocene/ferrocenium couple (Fc/Fc
+
) as the internal 

standard. The voltammetric apparatus (AMEL, Italy) included a 551 potentiostat 

modulated by a 568 programmable function generator and coupled to a 731 

digital integrator.  

In situ UV-vis-NIR spectroelectrochemistry was performed by controlled-

potential electrolysis in a OTTLE cell equipped with a platinum minigrid 

working electrode and quartz optical windows. 

UV–vis absorption spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 5 

spectrometer.  

ESR spectra were taken on a Bruker ER 100D. Temperatures in the range 200-

350 K were obtained with a Bruker ER 4111 VT variable temperature unit.  
 

 

Results and discussion 
Optical properties 

UV-vis spectra at room temperature of the reported compounds (Fig. 1a) show a 

partially resolved vibronic structure, a characteristic property of 

oligothienoacenes, not present in non-fused α-oligothiophenes [24]. This feature 

may be ascribed to the rigid and coplanar molecular structure of heteroacenes, 

which minimizes the role of the conformational disorder at room temperature. 

Upon lowering the temperature, the thermal population of torsional modes and 

the collisions with the surrounding solvent molecules become negligible, thus 

allowing for electronic absorption spectra to be fully resolved and revealing that 

only a few vibrational modes couple effectively to the electronic transition (Fig. 

1b). All the molecules under study absorb in the near UV region, showing the 

lowest-energy maximum in the 350-420 nm spectral range (Table 1). 

The UV-vis absorption data were computationally interpreted by time-dependent 

DFT calculations at a B3LYP/6-31G** level. For all the reported systems, these 

calculations predict the existence of one intense electronic transition in the 

visible region, which is mainly attributed to a one-electron excitation from the 

HOMO to the LUMO, together with a second transition at lower wavelength 
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assigned to the one-electron HOMO-1→ LUMO excitation. The calculated 

electronic transitions are in a very close agreement with experimental data (Table 

1). 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Normalized UV-vis absorption spectra of TIPS-Tn-TIPS (n = 4-8) in MeTHF: 

a) at room temperature; b) at 93 K. 

 

Table 1. Oxidation potentials (E°ox) vs. Fc/Fc
+
, maximum absorption λexp in THF and 

TDDFT//B3LYP/6-31G** vertical one-electron excitations related to the strongest UV-

vis absorptions of TIPS-Tn-TIPS. 

a
Values in parentheses correspond to vibronic peaks; 

b
 in o-dichlorobenzene; 

c
 in 

dichloromethane 

 

Electrochemistry and spectroelectrochemistry 
All the oligomers exhibit reversible cyclic voltammetric curves (Fig. 2), which 

demonstrates the presence of a stable cationic species. While the shortest 

molecules (i.e. tetramer, pentamer and hexamer) present only one oxidation 

Compound E°ox /V λexp/ nm a 
λTDDFT (nm) Description 

TIPS-T4-TIPS 0.72 
b 

350 (337, 320)  346 (f = 1.12) H→L 

  305 307 (f = 0.07) H-1→L 

TIPS-T5-TIPS 0.66 
c 

375 (356, 339) 372 (f = 1.32) H→L 

  324 (312) 316 (f = 0.08) H-1→L 

TIPS-T6-TIPS 0.54 
b 

393 (373, 355);  395 (f = 1.57) H→L 

 
 

329 (316) 324 (f = 0.08) H-1→L 

TIPS-T7-TIPS 0.56 ; 0.94 
c 

409 (388, 367, 358) 416 (f = 1.78) H→L 

 
 

333 (318) 330 (f = 0.06) H-1→L 

TIPS-T8-TIPS 0.42 ; 0.82 
b 

424 (400, 380);  435 (f = 2.02) H→L 

  335 (320) 334 (f = 0.09) H-2→L 
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process, the longest ones (heptathienoacene and octathienoacene) display a 

second wave, indicative of the formation of a dication. Moreover, a third 

irreversible oxidation process is observed for the heptamer, which indicates the 

generation of a tricationic species that is largely unstable. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Oxidation potentials and cyclic voltammograms of TIPS-Tn-TIPS (n = 4-8) 

recorded in a) a solution 0.1 M of nBu4NPF6  in o-dichlorobenzene (n = 4, 6, 8). Scan 

rate: 0.05 V/s ; b) a solution 0.1 M of Bu4NP in dichloromethane (n = 5, 7). Scan rate: 

0.1 V/s. 

 

 
Table 2: Maximum absorptions λexp of [TIPS-Tn-TIPS]

•+
 and [TIPS-Tn-TIPS]

++
 (n = 4-

8).  

 

 

Spectroelectrochemical analyses confirm the existence of cationic species. Upon 

the application of an oxidation potential, UV-vis-NIR spectra show the 

appearance of new absorption bands in the range 500-600 nm and 850-1000 nm 

(Table 2) typical of radical cations. 

Further oxidation causes the emergence of new bands at around 700 and 800 nm 

for the heptamer and octamer respectively, which proves the formation of the 

dicationic species, stabilized by a more extended π-conjugation. 

Species λexp (nm) Species λexp (nm) 

[TIPS-T4-TIPS]•+ - [TIPS-T4-TIPS]++ - 

[TIPS-T5-TIPS]•+ 842; 510 (470) [TIPS-T5-TIPS]++ - 

[TIPS-T6-TIPS]•+ 943; 544 (498)  [TIPS-T6-TIPS]++ -  

[TIPS-T7-TIPS]•+ 1029; 574 (523) [TIPS-T7-TIPS]++ 749 (691); 577 

[TIPS-T8-TIPS]•+ 999; 604 (546) [TIPS-T8-TIPS]++ 830; (769) 
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The oxidation potentials decrease with increasing chain length (Table 1). The 

longest oligomers are oxidized more easily than the shortest ones because of a 

more extended π-conjugation. 
 

Substituent effect 
Spectroelectrochemical and in-situ ESR analyses 

Spectroelectrochemical analyses of the various oligothienoacenes above 

examined do not reveal the existence of radical cation π-dimers. This fact may be 

attributed to the presence of the very bulky triisoproylsilyl substituents, 

responsible for the steric hindrance that avoids for π-dimer formation. 

By replacing the TIPS substituents with less voluminous ones (trimethylsilyl, 

TMS), the steric hindrance is reduced and π-dimer formation is allowed. 

With this aim we compared the electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical 

behaviour of TIPS-T5-TIPS and TMS-T5-TMS. 

 

 
 
Figure 3. UV-vis spectra in CH2Cl2 + 0.1 M Bu4NClO4 of a) TIPS-T5-TIPS in the 

radical cation form and b) TMS-T5-TMS in the radical cation dimer form. 

 

 

Fig. 3 reports the spectroelectrochemical response for the two compounds. The 

UV-vis-NIR spectrum of TIPS-T5-TIPS upon oxidation (Fig. 3a) displays two 

bands at around 500 nm and 800 nm which must be ascribed to the radical cation. 

TMS-T5-TMS exhibits, after complete electrolysis, (Fig. 3b) one broad band at 

around 600 nm indicative of the π-dimer generation. Thus, the presence of two 

bulky TMS end groups, which in principle could be thought to hinder somehow 

π-dimer formation  [25], is not however an obstacle in the present case to the full 
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π-dimerization of the radical cations, a feature which is clearly promoted by the 

highly planar core of this pentathienoacene. 

 

 
 
Figure 4. ESR spectra of the radical cations of a) TIPS-T5-TIPS and b) TMS-T5-TMS. 

 

 

The ESR spectrum of a 10
-4

 M solution of TIPS-T5-TIPS in CH2Cl2 (Fig.4a) 

after one-electron oxidation displays the signal of the stable radical cation (g = 

2.0025). The signal is ca 1 G wide and featureless due to the low number (two) 

of hydrogen atoms and the relatively high width. 

On the contrary, the ESR spectrum of a 10
-4

 M solution of TMS-T5-TMS in 

CH2Cl2 after one-electron oxidation (Fig.4b) displays a weak signal which 

steadily decreases with time, becoming almost undetectable after some hours. 

This fact agrees with a relatively slow but essentially full π-dimerization. 
 

 

Conclusions 
The whole series of TIPS substituted oligothienoacenes under study exhibit 

partially resolved electronic absorption spectra at room temperature, which 

further become fully resolved upon cooling. This spectral feature is due to the 

lack of molecular disorder, caused by the flat and rigid structure of these fully 

fused heteroacenes. 

Electrochemical properties are also affected by the number of fused heterocycles, 

as indicated by the experimental oxidation potentials trend, according to which 

potential values progressively decrease upon increasing chain length. During 

oxidation of the two longest oligomers (heptamer and octamer), stable dicationic 

species are generated, while the three shortest oligomers only give rise to the 

radical cation. 
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Not only chain length influences the π-dimerization of radical cations upon 

oxidative doping, but also the nature of the end substituents. By replacing the two 

bulkier TIPS end moieties with two less bulky TMS ones the steric hindrance 

between the two interacting pentathienoacene skeletons is significantly lowered, 

thus allowing for the effective generation of the corresponding radical cation π-

dimer. 
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